
EntreComp Giant

It helps participants to understand and reflect on the 15 
EntreComp skills.

Aim of the tool

90 minutes
Timing

A simple and engaging tool to visualise and map EntreComp 
competences. A creative way to better understand EntreComp 
framework competences and work on them. 
Made by Maria Sourgiadaki, it’s a paper origami pentagon that 
can be unfolded into the shape of a giant, with each folded part 
representing 1 of the 15 EntreComp competences. This 
unfolding process is intended to demonstrate the metaphor of 
how competences build our strength and act an engaging and 
memorable way for migrant women to get to know and 
understand the different entrepreneurial competences.

Description
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EntreComp Giant

The main body includes the Ideas and opportunities
competences; the face, the arms and legs are the Resources
area and the brain; the hands and the feet represent the Into
action elements.

It is a creative way for migrant women to memorise the
EntreComp framework and to highlight its importance.

Just by drawing, the migrant women are better able to
memorize the 15 EntreComp skills.

How does it work?
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Continue to next page
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The main body includes the Ideas and 
opportunities

The face, the arms and legs are the 
Resources area 

The brain, the hands and the feet 
represent the Into action elements.

Your role as a trainer is supporting your migrant women in
building their own EntreComp Giants.

Activity 1 (30 minutes):
Shortly introduce the European definition of
entrepreneurship and the EntreComp framework wheel.

Activity 2 (20 minutes):
Shortly introduce the EntreComp Giant and ask the
participants to draw a copy.

Activity 3 (30 minutes):
Ask the participants to reflect upon each of the 15
competences and to give a mark to each one of them, based
on their own assessment.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Continue to next page
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Activity 4 (10 minutes):
Ask each woman for her average score in each one of the
three areas. Sum up the total score of each area and divide it
by 5.

Example: Maria got 5 pts for spotting opportunities, 7 pts for
vision, 4 pts for creativity, 8 pts for valuing ideas, 6 pts for
ethical and sustainable thinking. Maria got a total score of 30
pts, so the average in this area is 6.

IDEAS AND 
OPPORTUNITIES RESOURCES INTO ACTION
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This is a new version of Entrecomp Giant we implemented on the basis of our needs.

Source of EntreComp Giant: EntreComp into Action - McCallum E., Weicht R., McMullan L., Price A.,
EntreComp into Action: get inspired, make it happen (M. Bacigalupo & W. O’Keeffe Eds.) , EUR 29105
EN, Publications Office of the European Union, Luxembourg, 2018. ISBN 978-92-79-79360-8,
doi:10.2760/574864, JRC109128
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CONGRATULATIONS, 

YOU MADE IT!



The partners
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Logo ISA InstitutDonne nel Mondo

Funded by the European Union. Views and opinions expressed are however those of the 
author(s) only and do not necessarily reflect those of the European Union or the European 
Education and Culture Executive Agency (EACEA). Neither the European Union nor EACEA 

can be held responsible for them.


